The remarkable Chinese educationist Tao Xingzhi wrote the preface for the The Applied Glossary of Modern Chinese. In the preface, Tao says that the modern educationists would, depending on the goal, inquire the utility of an assignment, a passage, an arithmetic problem, and a sport in the school. They would contend that what needs to be learned should be what can be used. Later on, they also examined the Chinese characters the students were learning. Was every character the students were learning useful? In order to answer this question, quite a few scholars, many of them working in China, began to probe the use of Chinese characters. Cheng Heqin's research was the most systematic. He and his nine assistants spent two to three years examining modern Chinese texts containing tens of thousands Chinese character tokens and compiling The Applied Glossary of Modern Chinese. Before printing this glossary, principles of selecting Chinese characters for Thousand-Characters Lessons for Civilians 《平民千字课》 had been drawn up. These principles could certainly be used as guidelines for the selection of Chinese characters in teaching books for the primary schools. Though this glossary was not perfect, I believe it has certainly made a great contribution to the education of adults and civilians in China.
..2 Earlier machine-readable corpora
In the year of 1979, China has begun the construction of the machine-readable corpora. The more important machine-readable corpora from that period are: We take the corpus of Beijing Language College as an example to shed light on the earlier generation of machine-readable corpora. In 1979, Beijing Language College, currently renamed as Beijing Language University, undertook the key research project Statistical Survey of Modern Chinese Words to embark on a large scale statistical survey of the frequency of Chinese words. As there are no spaces between words in Chinese texts, word segmentation is necessary.
In this research project, the words in the Chinese text were (manually) segmented in order to count their frequency and to analyze the data. The size of this corpus is 1.82 million characters. After the word segmentation, the words appeared with spaces in the text. The total amount of words is 1,315,752 occurrences (tokens), representing 31,159 different words (types). As the result of this project, The Dictionary of Modern Chinese Word Frequency 《现代汉语 频率词典》was published.
The texts they selected can be classified according to the following four genres:
1. Newspapers and political critics: 440,000 characters, accounting for 24.4% of the total amount of corpus. 2. Science, technology and popular science texts: 290,000 characters, accounting for 19.8%. 3. Spoken corpus: 200,000 characters, accounting for 11.1%. 4. Literature works: 890,000 characters, accounting for 48.7%.
The entire corpus contains 1.82 million characters. At that time, the corpus with such a large volume was seen as a relatively large corpus.
The author of The Dictionary of Modern Chinese Word Frequency argues that if the frequency of the commonly used words is not less than 1 per million, i.e. that it occurs on the average at least once in a million words, then the results of the statistical analysis could be considered reliable. Given the fact that The Dictionary of Modern Chinese Word Frequency was compiled based on the corpus with 1.31 million word (1.82 million Chinese characters), its extraction of words should therefore be reasonable, economical and appropriate.
However, in 1971, when frequency statistics of words were carried out in the developed countries, the corpora used for these studies were significantly larger than that of The Dictionary of Modern Chinese Word Frequency. With the increasing capability of the corpus linguistics, we can today find corpora with billions of words. Compared with these corpora, the corpus used for The Dictionary of Modern Chinese Word Frequency is obviously small. In spite of its small scale, The Dictionary of the Frequency of Modern Chinese Word was a milestone in the statistical analysis of word frequency in China.
The statistics of word frequency resulted in the following table of words:
1. The table of word frequency, arranged according to the alphabetic sequence of Chinese pinyin, listed 16,593 commonly used words and displayed -There are a great number of words with the initials Z, S, J, Y: 1457 word with initial Z accounting for 8.78%, 1327 words with the initial-There are few words with the initials E and O: only 64 words with the initial E, accounting for 0.38%, and only 13 words with the initial O accounting for 0.07%. 2. The table of words arranged according to frequency order: The first 100 words take 40% of the total amount of the corpora. The first 500 words take 70% of the total amount of the corpora. The first 2562 words take 85% of the total amount of the corpora. The table of words contains 31,159 words, accounting for 100% of the total amount of corpora. From the first 100 words to the first 500 words, 400 different words have been added and correspondingly the coverage has increased by 30%. However, from the first 2562 words to the total of 31,159 words, 30,597 different words have been added, but the coverage has increased by only 15%. Thus, a conclusion can be drawn that the highly frequent words can exert a great impact on the increase of coverage, and the words of low frequency have only a slight impact on the increase of coverage. 3. The table of words arranged according to the usage rate: The usage rate is a new notion proposed by Juilland and Chang-Rodriguez for calculating the frequency of Spanish words in 1954. They also supplied the mathematical formula for calculating the usage rate of word. The usage rate of word, calculated according to the mathematical formula, can comprehensively describe the occurrence frequency and the distribution rate of words over texts in the corpus. Based on the mathematical formula of the usage rate of word, they calculated the usage rate for every word in corpus and worked out the table of words according to the usage rate. This table is further divided into two  tables: the table of the first 8000 words with high usage rate and the table of words with low usage rate.
In the table of the first 8000 words with higher usage rate, there are altogether 4186 words with usage rate above 20 (usage rate > 20), words accounting for 90.1% coverage of the entire corpus (314,404 word tokens). This suggests that in the original corpus used to compile The Dictionary of Modern Chinese Word Frequency, nine out of ten texts are composed of these 4186 words, which thus become the candidates of the "commonly used words".
In the table of words with low usage rate, there are 22,446 words with usage rate 5 (the usage rate = 5) and usage rate below 5 (usage rate < 5), which are generally words of low frequency. If there are some words with this usage rate that match the required frequency, then these words are evenly distributed and will be selected as the candidates of the "generally used words". indicates that despite the fact that the literature works contain a large quantity of words, the occurrence rate of high frequency words is relatively low for the sake of diversity. This suggests that the works of fiction possess a multitude of diverse and colorful words. All rights reserved 80 Zhiwei Feng The earlier corpora have the following characteristics:
(1) Most of them were set up using the approach of manual keyboard input. These were time-consuming and exhausting tasks. Furthermore, their composition was less principled, they were smaller and had a low rate of repetition. Building this kind of corpora was a tough and demanding task. The well-known expert Liu Yuan, a professor in computer department of the Beijing Aviation University, collapsed from too much work and died in the end. We pay tribute to the dedicated spirit of the early pioneers of corpus research in China. (2) Beijing Aviation University did the research of automatic segmentation of words and detected two different sorts of Ambiguous Segmentation Strings (ASSs): Overlapping ambiguous segmentation strings and Combinative ambiguous segmentation strings.
-Overlapping Ambiguous Segmentation Strings: for instance, "地面积" (/dimianji/) can be segmented as "地面" (/dimian/, surface) or "面积" (/mianji/, area), "面" (/mian/) turning out to be the overlapping section and generating ambiguous meanings. -Combinative Ambiguous Segmentation Strings: for instance, "马上" (/mashang/) in itself is a word, meaning "at once". However, it can also be segmented as two words: "马" (/ma/, horse) plus "上" (/shang/, on), and it means: "on the horse back". Thus "马上" (at once) has a different meaning from 马" plus "上". Liang Nanyuan (1987) made a statistical analysis of a 48,092 word sample of natural science and social science texts. He found 518 overlapping ambiguous segmentation strings and 42 combinative ambiguous segmentation strings. This shows that in Chinese text segmentation, the frequency of ambiguous segmentation is 1.2 time per 100 words: the ratio of the overlapping ambiguous segmentation and combinative ambiguous segmentation is 12:1. Paradigm 1:
Despite the fact that the ancient city experienced the destruction, it maintained the tracks that Khitan nationality (契丹族) and other nationalities, especially the Han nationality working people, collaboratively explored the northern frontier areas of our motherland and created the history and civilization of our country.]
Paradigm 2: After being tested by Fujitsu Company, the corpus proved to have a high precision rate of PoS-tagging. (Yu Shiwen & Zhu Xuefeng 2000) . For the goal of automatic segmentation, the handbook primarily prescribes the principle for word segmentation of modern Chinese text, in other words, what kind of Chinese combinations can be prescribed as a unit of segmentation. The criteria are based on the principle of combining segmentation and tagging. In Chinese, "a double syllable verb plus a single syllable noun" often constitute a new noun. Yet this kind of new noun has not been entered into dictionaries, even though it should be treated as a unit of segmentation. Therefore, in these guidelines, some PoS-based word-formation regulations were given. The rules for prescribing/defining one unit of segmentation were also provided. Furthermore, the newly coined words were given part-of-speech tagging. In the tagging rules, the part-of-speech tags for general words and for proper nouns were also prescribed.
The team also designed The Handbook for Modern Chinese Corpus Processing -Word Segmentation and Part of Speech Tagging
In addition, in collaboration with the Department of Computer Science at the National University of Singapore, the team also compiled a small scale Chinese treebank: the data used are Singapore high school Chinese teaching materials (1995); most of the sentences are parsed as tree graphs.
Paradigm: The characteristics of corpus research program of Peking University:
1. Large scale: The processed corpora are now up to 20 million words and will reach 27 million words in the near future. There is no precedent of this sort yet in China. 2. In-depth processing: Not only have the segmentation and part-of-speech tagging been implemented but also the phrasal structure of some parts of the corpora has been parsed and annotated and a treebank has also been compiled. In the large-scale corpus, the place names and other proper names have all been labeled with the tags of their phrasal structure. 3. Wide range of coverage: The corpus of People's Daily not only includes news, but also many other domains, styles and genres, including various areas of social science and natural science. 4. High precision rate: Using a combination of manual and automated procedures, its precision rate has reached the highest level in China and compares to the best practice globally.
Solution of copyright problems: Peking University, Fujitsu Company and
People's Daily have reached an agreement regarding copyright. No copyright issues will be raised.
.3.3 Beijing Language University
Since 1996, Song Rou, a professor, in the computing department at this university, has been using large-scale language data for developing dependable statistical tools for the analysis of diverse language phenomena leading to the development of the proofreading system YUANJING (distant view). His corpus has been compiled from a variety of electronic sources obtained from newspapers and publishing houses and comprised 500 million words. This corpus was sorted using automatic and manual processing. Ten subcorpora were respectively set up. These corpora are: 
.3.4 Tsinghua University
This university has also compiled a modern Chinese corpus. In 1998, a corpus with 100 million Chinese characters was compiled to focus the research on the segmentation of ambiguous sequences. At present, the raw corpus has the volume of 700-800 million Chinese characters.
The team developed software to deal with 'false ambiguity' , thus raising the precision rate of word segmentation.
Sun Maosong and Zuo Zhengping (1998) in the Department of Computer Science and Technology went beyond 'true ambiguous segmentation' and 'false ambiguous segmentation' . For instance: both "地面积" (/dimianji/) and "和 软件" (/heruanjian/) belonging to the overlapping ambiguous segmentation strings, "地面积" is 'truly ambiguous' , whereas ("这几块 | 地 | 面积 | 还真 不小" [This land surface area is not so small] "地面 | 积 | 了厚厚的雪" [The deep snow covered the land surface]) and "和软件" should be considered to be 'falsely ambiguous' . Despite of the fact that there are two different sorts of segmentation: "和软 | 件" (/heruan|jian/, 'gentle piece') and "和 | 软件" (/he | ruanjian/, 'and the software') in authentic texts, these cases should be unexceptionally segmented as "和 | 软件" (/he | ruanjian/), so that it only can be read as 'and the software' .
"把手" (/bashou/, it means 'handle' or 'with the hand') and "平淡" (/pingdan/, it means always 'wateriness') both belong to combinative ambiguous segmentation string. "把手" is considered to be truly ambiguous, while "平淡" is thought to be falsely ambiguous.
The team has also compiled the Modern Chinese Lexicon for Segmentation (现代汉语分词词表) for information processing which is becoming the most important language resource for word segmentation. Professor Luo Zhensheng in the Chinese Language Department has compiled the Modern Chinese Sentence Pattern Research Corpus (现代汉语句型研究语料库) from which 209 kinds of Chinese sentence patterns are generalized. The National Key Laboratory for Intellectual Technology and System (LITS) at Tsinghua University in cooperation with the Language Information Processing Institute at Beijing Language University designed and compiled the corpus Hua Yu. This corpus is different from other corpora in the following features: a balanced distribution with a wide range of coverage reaching far beyond the newspaper texts. The distributions of corpus Hua Yu can be seen from the table. Recently, the National Key Laboratory for Intellectual Technology and System (LITS), attached to Tsinghua University, has compiled a Chunk Corpus (2 million Chinese characters), extracted from the Hua Yu corpus, and has annotated a small portion of this Chunk Corpus (including 200,000 words selected according to factors such as verb types, sentence length, etc.) The LITS has thus provided the syntactic annotation for a treebank. The samples of the sentence annotation are as follows.
-The sample of chunk annotation:
-The sample of syntactic tree annotation: Among them, zw (subject-predicate structure), db (verb-object structure), dz (modifier-head structure), sl (numerical-quantity structure) etc. are all tags of syntactical function.
.3.7 Treebank of Beijing University of Post & Telecommunication
In this project, the grammatical rules of the Chinese Treebank of Language Data Consortium (LDC) in USA have been applied. The Chinese Treebank of LDC is composed of 325 articles of Xinhua News Agency from 1994 to 1998, containing 4185 trees and 100 thousand words. The Beijing project has built upon these results. The rules of grammar and parameters of analysis models are all acquired through the statistics and training of LDC Treebank. Before extracting the rules, the following treatments were carried out in advance.
-Deletion of all empty words in the LDC Treebank; -Removal of all the function labels of the non-terminal symbols in LDC Treebank; -Removal of those nodes which have only a child node and this child node is tagged with a non-terminal symbol in LDC Treebank.
Based on these pretreatments and on the improved CYK algorithm, 3690 rules were automatically extracted. The format of rule is as follows:
.3.8 The Contrastive Corpus of The Hong Kong City University
The Language Information Research Center at this university has set up a Corpus of Linguistic Variety in Chinese Communities (LIVAC) to serve the purpose of surveying the similarities and differences of Chinese language varieties in different areas of Chinese Communities. This corpus has been planned since 1993 and data have been selected from five different areas: Hong Kong, Macao, Shanghai, Singapore and Taiwan. Every day one newspaper from these five different areas has been selected, extracted and put in storage. This corpus contains editorials, news and articles of the first edition, of the international edition, of local editions, features, comments, etc. Approximately 20,000 characters in all were collected every day. If the collected amount has already been more than 20,000 characters, some insignificant materials had to be deleted. During the two years from July of 1995 to June of 1997, the total number of characters in this corpus came to 15,234,551, in which about 8,869,900 words have been automatically segmented and manually proofread. The statistics indicate that among the words used in all Chinese areas, double syllable words (types) take the first place, three-syllable words take the second place, four-syllable words take the third place and the monosyllabic words take the last place. However, the frequency of monosyllabic words (tokens) is relatively higher, only next to the frequency of using double-syllable words and far beyond the sum of the frequency of other syllable words.
The statistics further indicates that the Macao and Hong Kong varieties have the highest similarity in word usage. Hong Kong and Taiwan, and Hong Kong and Singapore occupy the second place in the similarity in word usage. Shanghai and Hong Kong have the lowest similarity in word usage. In the light of the historical background and the social situation, this statistical result is acceptable. This is because Hong Kong is very close to Macao and both were once governed by the Western European countries for a long time. In addition, there is more common ground in the commercial situations and social structure between Hong Kong, Taiwan and Singapore than that between Hong Kong and Shanghai. Therefore, these features must have been reflected in word usage.
The statistics indicates yet that there are fewer different words (types) used in Singapore while there are relatively more different words (types) used in Shanghai. This can be explained by the fact that Singapore Chinese language is not the exclusive language in the local social life, whereas Shanghai has a special position in China and the economic activities are extremely active.
.3.9 Corpus of Taiwan
The Taiwanese Academia Sinica has compiled a balanced corpus (Sinica Corpus) and a Tree Bank (Sinica Treebank). These two resources are both annotated corpora with a certain depth of processing.
The Sinica Corpus is specially designed for the analysis of language. All its sentences are segmented on the word level and have part of speech tagging. The composition of the corpus is intended to represent the distribution of modern Chinese according to domains and language type and to use the corpus as a reference corpus of modern Chinese.
This corpus has been jointly compiled by the lexical corpus team at the Information Institute and the Linguistics Institute at Academia Sinica. The team embarked on this project in 1990. The compilation of the corpus was begun in 1991. In 1994, it was subsidized by the Chinese Information CrossInstitute Research Group Project of the Academia Sinica and the Taiwan National Science Association. After funding was secured, it started officially the PoS-tagging and completed the first version (2 million words) in July 1995. In November of 1996, the computer center completed the www version available to the public, and in 1997 the 3.0 version with approximately 5 million words was completed.
The numbers of Chinese characters, numbers of words and numbers of passages in this corpus are as follows. For more information on the content of this corpus, you can visit the following website: http://rocling.iis.sinica.edu.tw.
.4 Spoken Corpus

.4. The Linguistics Institute at the Chinese Academy of Social Science
In this project, a modern natural spoken language corpus, including a spoken corpus of restaurant reservation dialogues, was compiled. This includes data from telephone conversations (altogether two hours) in which over 200 individuals have been involved. The project includes prosody segmentation and syntactic tagging. The corpus was set up in the format of a 'wav' file in which speech was labeled with SAMPA-C and prosody was labeled with C-ToBI2.0. The file was transcribed into a Chinese character text file. It includes a non-restricted natural conversation corpus with 14.2-hours of conversation in which 22 individuals have participated. This conversation corpus also has a prosody segmentation and a syntactic annotation. It was also set up in the format of a 'wav' file with speech labeled using SAMPA and prosody labeled using CToBI2.0. The corpus was transcribed into a Chinese text file. The Linguistics Institute is also compiling a corpus of spoken modern Chinese dialects. It is based on1500 inductive topics and a variety of communicative situations. The topic part using the topic inductive method takes up 60% of the corpus. The spoken data collected in natural situations in which the speakers were not aware that they were being recorded account for 40% of the corpus.
What is more significant is that the Linguistics Institute also compiled the Beijing District On the Spot Impromptu Conversation Spoken Corpus. This is one of the key projects of the Chinese Academy of Social Science which is meant to serve the purpose of investigating the miscellaneous dynamic mechanisms of on-the-spot impromptu talk. A large amount of data was collected with the aim to reveal the conventions of on-the-spot impromptu talk. In this project, approximately 500-hours of audio data and approximately 50-hours of video data were collected. Using a hierarchically categorized sampling approach, instructions for the sampling and the sampling scale were developed. The manual labor was used for on-the-spot recording of the materials.
.4.2 Institute of Automation at the Chinese Academy of Science
This institute has compiled a spoken corpus of travel agency conversation and a spoken corpus of hotel reservations. The aim is to model our understanding of this domain field in view of possibly developing statistics-based spoken language machine translation technology.
.4.3 Beijing Language University
This university has compiled the Contemporary Beijing Spoken Corpus (of recorded texts) with the intention to archive the surviving dialects and sociolects of Beijing according to residence areas, sex, age, professions, nationality, and the degree of education, This large-scale investigation will lead to a corpus that can be used to study the differences between Beijing dialects and standard Mandarin. It will also enable the study of the evolution of the Beijing dialects and sociolects. While recording the speech data, the goal was to keep the intervention to natural language to a minimum, in order to ensure the reliability of the data. Basic conditions to ensure representativity, including topic control and quantitative sampling methods were observed.
.5
The Construction of bilingual corpora .5. English Chinese bilingual corpora -The bilingual corpus at the Institute of Computational Linguistics at Peking University: 50,000 English and Chinese matching sentences have been collected. The alignment tools and the bilingual corpus managing software have also been developed. A Chinese and English contrastive phrase corpus is being built on this base and the prospected scale will be over 100 thousand entries. All rights reserved 96 Zhiwei Feng -The English and Chinese Bilingual Corpus at Harbin Polytechnic University: In 1998, there were 30,000 pairs of sentences with PoS-tagging. The corpus is being expanded to 400,000-500,000 pairs of sentences on three levels: sentence level, phrase level and word level. -The English and Chinese bilingual corpus at North-East University: It was built on the basis of the bilingual chunk corpus. In 1999, a 100,000 bilingual chunk corpus was constructed and a chunk-based English-Chinese machine translation experiment was conducted. Now a 1 million bilingual chunk corpus is under construction using a combination of acquisition and human proofreading. This corpus is intended to be expanded to a 5 million bilingual chunks and it will be further expanded to a large-scale online electronic English-Chinese collocation dictionary with 10 million chunks for the sake of the exploration of the acquisition algorithms of collocation phrase from electronic dictionaries and the construction of a large-scale online electronic English-Chinese collocation dictionary. Feng Zhiwei (1996) and other researchers at Institute of Applied Linguistics attached to the Ministry of Education have compiled an English-Chinese bilingual corpus. This corpus contains the language material from the field of computer science and philosophy (including Plato's Politeia). Using this bilingual corpus, they have tested the limit entropy of Chinese characters and investigated English-Chinese bilingual alignment issues. They respectively account for 19.6%, 50.3%, 9.8% and 22.9% of the corpus.
The corpus contains only texts published and issued domestically after 1949. Since at the time of the completion of the Mongolian database, many domestic and overseas corpora had already reached or surpassed the scale of 5 million words, the corpus was enlarged to the scale of 5 million words. Subsidized by the Foundation of Human, Art and Social Science at the China Ministry of Education, a 'Modern Mongolian Database' with 5 million words was compiled in addition to some language material from the fields of mathematics, physics, chemistry, medical science, law, etc. However, this is a raw corpus.
After the 90s of the 20th century, the Institute of Mongolian at the Inner-Mongolian University built a corpus for Khitan small characters (契丹小 字, 2000), a corpus for Pags-pa scripts (八思巴文字, 2001) , and a Mongolian Spoken Corpus.
In 2000, in combination with the Chinese-Mongolian machine translation system, the institute compiled a Chinese-Mongolian Contrastive Government Documentary Corpus (approximately 200,000 words). The institute is also compiling a Chinese-Mongolian parallel corpus (1.5 million-words), to be used with the exampled-based Chinese-Mongolian machine translation engine.
All the previously mentioned Mongolian corpora have their own goals and features. They differ in scale, hierarchy, purpose, and the degree of processing. Among them, the Modern Mongolian Corpus is at the center of corpus research at the Institute. It has now taken shape and will provide the linguistic basis for Mongolian information processing.
Due to the fact that during the initial compilation phase of the Modern Mongolian Corpus, the encoding guidelines used in China were word-formbased and therefore unable to display or store the different variants of the Mongolian alphabet with same pronunciation, the institute adopted the transcription approach and transcribed the corpus from the Mongolian alphabet into the Latin alphabet. A set of transcription rules had to be developed. During this initial phase, some specialized word forms, diverse morphological attachments, person names, place names and compound words were tagged manually.
The institute has also conducted some tentative research in corpus processing. For instance, to resolve the problem of proofreading the corpus input, the institute designed an automatic verification program for the Latin-transcription of the Mongolian texts. Subsequently, it conducted a series of fundamental studies concerning automatic segmentation of Mongolian word stem, root, ending, etc. Currently, the institute is tagging the phrases in the Mongolian corpus, working on an approach that integrated the traditional Mongolian grammar with the current research of grammatical and semantic properties of Mongolian words. The PoS-annotation of this Mongolian corpus makes it a useful resource for the technical support of Mongolian information processing. The institute is now investigating semantic processing, and its results will be applied to the semantic annotation of the corpus.
All the Mongolian corpora have now adopted the Latin transcription. Recently the institute has been conducting an experiment of building a Mongolian parallel corpus using the XML format.
The Uighur is a minority nation in Xingjiang region of China. Uighur language processing is developing rapidly now. Xingjiang Normal University has compiled an Uighur corpus (4 million words) and a machine readable dictionary including 50,000 words with their grammatical features. The researchers at this university are carrying out PoS tagging, syntactic parsing and a semantic analysis of Uighur language.
Xingjiang University has also compiled an Uighur corpus (1.5 million words). A multiple level automatic processing of the corpus, including an automatic text classification, are being developed.
The Tibetan language is another important minority language in China. The Institute of Minority Language at the Chinese Academy of Social Science has compiled a Tibetan corpus (5 million words) and will also develop the segmentation and annotation guidelines for the Tibetan language. A spoken Tibetan corpus is being compiled at present.
.7 Compilation of an English corpus
In the mid-eighties of the 20th century, the Shanghai Jiaotong University, under the direction of Yang Huizhong (2003) compiled a Corpus of English of Science and Technology, known under the acronym JDEST. From early on, English corpora in China were used for foreign language teaching. JDEST, research in foreign language learning had been devoted to the introduction and interpretation of western linguistic theories while there has been not enough independent research fuelled by the linguistic traditions of China. This situation had made it difficult for Chinese foreign language teachers and researchers to develop their own theoretical frameworks, and thus it had limited the contribution they could make to the international research community. The applied research of corpus has now offered a new platform for English teachers and researchers from China on the international arena, to display their achievements, and to share and exchange their ideas by presenting the cornucopia of their achievements. Therefore, the intimate combination of corpus-driven applied research and the reality of English teaching and learning is a deliberate choice of scholars in the field of English language teaching in China that will propel corpus research in China and give Chinese linguistics an important voice in the international research community.
Corpus technology 2. Automatic segmentation
With regard to automatic segmentation for Chinese written text, the following technique of ambiguous segmentation are proposed: the relaxation approach (Fan C.K. & Tsai W.H. 1988) , the approach based on ATN (Augmented Transition Network) (Huang Xiangxi 1989) , the approach based on PSG (Phrase Structure Grammar) (Liang Nanyuan 1984; Kit Chunyu, Liu Yuan & Liang Nanyuan 1989; Yao Tianshun, Zhang Guiping et al. 1990; Yeh C.L. & Lee H.J. 1991; Han Shixin & Wang Kaizhu 1990; Liu Ting & Wang Kaizhu 1998) , the approach based on Expert System (Xu Hui & He Kekang et al. 1991) , the approach based on neural networks (Xu Bingzheng & Zhan Jian et al. 1993) , the approach based on FSA (Finite State Automation) (Sproat R. & Shih C. et al. 1996) , the approach based on HMM (Hidden-Markov Model) (Shen Dayang et al. 1997; Sun Maosong & Zuo Zhengping et al. 1998) , the approach based on Brill's TBED (Transformation-Based Error-Driven, proposed by Eric Brill in 1993) (Palmer D.D. 1997 , Feng Zhiwei 2001 .
In addition, the technique of named entities recognition (person name recognition, place name recognition, organization name recognition) and new word recognition are also being studied.
Automatic annotation
In the case of automatic PoS tagging, the rule-based approach is primarily intended to resolve part of speech ambiguity. The researchers also use statistics-based approaches. Main approaches are: CLAWS algorithm, VOLSUNGA algorithm, HMM, TBED approach, etc.
Automatic phrase structure annotation
The results of phrase structure tagging can be expressed in the form of PhraseTree (P-tree) or in the form of Dependency-Tree (D-tree). Some systems adopt the transformational technique from P-Tree to D-Tree proposed by Feng Zhiwei (2001) . Others adopt CYK algorithm (Cocke-Younger-Kasami algorithm) to parse the corpus sentences and to identify their phrase structure. Most commonly, phrase structure is expressed by bracketing.
Bilingual Alignment Technique
This technique primarily adopts the length-based approach, dictionary-based approach, and the mixed approach (the combination of length-based and dictionary-based methods). Both the Institute of Computational Linguistics at Peking University and Institute of Software at Chinese Academy of Science are exploring how to use aligned parallel corpora for the (semi-automatic) compilation of corpus-based bilingual dictionaries.
3. Several problems with the construction of corpora in China 3. Guidelines and standards for corpora Researchers in the field of Chinese information processing have embarked on designing a national standard: Standard for Word Segmentation in Chinese Information Processing《信息处理用现代汉语分词规范》. The draft of this standard was tested over three years and revised several times. Eventually it was approved to become the national standard. The shelf mark of this standard is GB/T13715-92.
The main structure of the standard consists of five sections: topic and content, scope of application, referenced standards, terms, summary, and detailed instructions. Since there is no clear dividing line between morpheme, word, and phrase in Chinese, the standard, in addition to mostly adopting the definition of the word in linguistics documents, particularly introduces the notion and definition of the 'segmentation unit' as "the fundamental unit with definite semantic and grammatical functions used in Chinese information processing". In addition, the standard points out that the segmentation unit refers to 'the word and phrase as prescribed in the standard' . This innovation brings to an end the dispute about the definition of the word and harmonizes the conflicts in the academic community.
Another achievement is the List of Commonly-Used Modern Chinese Words for Information Processing 《信息处理用现代汉语常用词表》. Due to the extreme complexity to distinguish the morpheme, word and phrase in the modern Chinese language, almost every rule for this distinction has its exceptions. Therefore, the standard proposes a principle for segmentation: 'close combination and stable application' of the segmentation unit, this principle is used as a guideline for assessing whether or not a string can be regarded as a segmentation unit. Nevertheless, this principle is not specific enough to be understood by the operators, who inevitably segment the words according to their own understanding of the standard. As a result, there are no uniform norms for different systems. Therefore, some researchers have suggested that apart from the standard there should also be a word list on the basis of the standard to further clarify how to implement the standard. Adopting the strategy, 'standard plus word list' has proved to be a farsighted approach. In 1994, using the statistical results of word frequency of modern Chinese, the key designers of the standard, Liu Yuan and his colleagues, issued the List of Commonly-used Modern Chinese Words for Information Processing, containing 43,570 lexical entries. Unfortunately the list does not tackle the bottleneck appropriately in word segmentation and therefore is not authoritative enough in this domain.
In Taiwan, a different Word Segmentation Norm for Chinese Information Processing 《资讯处理用中文分词规范》was designed. This norm introduces three fundamental principles for word segmentation. (1) The word segmentation unit should accord with the requirement of linguistic theories. (2) Word segmentation should be practicable regarding information processing. (3) The segmented words should ensure the consistency of text processing. In addition, there were also some supplementary principles (the principles of merging and the principles of segmenting), to determine whether to merge or segment. This norm, based on the degree of difficulty and simplicity, offers word segmentation guidelines on three different levels: faithfulness level, expressiveness level and refinement level. The level of faithfulness is the criterion for normal information exchange. The level of expressiveness is the criterion for natural language processing such as machine translation and information retrieval.
The level of refinement is the highest virtual level for word segmentation. This approach is very useful for coping with word segmentation.
In addition, the State Language Commission compiled a Standard Word List for Chinese Information Processing 《信息处理用现代汉语规范词表》 for the sake of designing a list of modern Chinese words of general use from the perspective of the government. This word list was meant to serve as a standard. The planned size of the list is up to 60,000 to 80,000 lemmas. This project is still in the process of completion. The modern Chinese vocabulary is a complex system including scientific terminology, dialect words and phrases, classical Chinese words and phrases, named entities (person names, place names, names of organizations etc.), diverse idioms (idioms, proverbs, set phrases etc.), apart from the generally-used words. The vocabulary is constantly evolving. With the development of the society, there will be more new words and phrases with which information processing will have to cope. Consequently, this project will have to include setting up scientific term lists in different domains, dialect word lists, a list of classical Chinese words, lists of named entities, idiom lists, lists of neologisms etc., in addition to the table of words in general use. This is a huge task. It will, in due course, have a profound impact on the further development of Chinese information processing.
In addition, China drafted a Norm of a PoS Tag Set for Chinese Information Processing 《信息处理用现代汉语词类标记集规范》. Such a norm was originally proposed by the Computational Linguistics Section at the Institute of Applied Linguistics at Ministry of Education. It lists 18 upper-level categories of PoS. There are three main principles for devising this norm. (1) The grammatical function of a word is the primary principle for the classification. The sense of word sometimes plays a subservient role. (2) It is permitted that words have multiple PoS tags. From the perspective of statistical research, some modern Chinese words possess multiple grammatical functions, which have different probabilities of distribution. (3) The upper-level categories of PoS tag sets should cover the entire modern Chinese vocabulary. It is planned that this norm will become a national standard.
During the last two decades, some Chinese researchers were keeping a close watch on the evolution of International Standard Generalized Markup Language. The Association for Computers and the Humanities (ACH), in cooperation with the Association of Computational Linguistics (ACL) and the Association of Literature and Language Computation (ALLC), initiated the Text Encoding Initiative (TEI) in 1989. This initiative was meant to devise a set of uniform encoding norms for electronic texts in order to standardize natural language corpora and to facilitate the exchange of real language data.
The Corpus Encoding Standard (CES), initiated collaboratively by European MULTEXT, EAGLES, and VASSAR/CNRS, is now widely applied in the compilation of new corpora.
In 1986, ISO officially issued the international standard, Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML). Its shelf number is ISO 8879-1986. In 1995, China also adopted SGML as the national standard with the shelf signature GB 14814. In 1998, Feng Zhiwei published an essay in which he explained the SGML language for a Chinese audience: Standard Generalized Markup Language and Its Application in Natural Language Processing in Contemporary Linguistics.
Extensible Markup Language (XML), a sub-set of SGML is now widely used as the meta-language for corpus annotation. Using Document Type Definition (DTD) and Schema to standardize XML documents, XML has excellent flexibility of extension and contraction, and it can separate the mark-up from the content and the norm from the result. The construction of Chinese corpora will apply SGML and XML in the meta-linguistic description.
Availability of sharing the corpus resources
The practices for sharing corpus resources are as follows:
a. Selling the corpus as a product; b. Implementing a membership system; c. Granting user rights; d. Providing academic non-profit organizations with a user right.
In 2003, the Chinese Linguistic Data Consortium (Chinese LDC) was founded. The Chinese LDC was founded voluntarily by the researchers in the domain of the construction of Chinese language resources (text corpora, speech corpora, dictionaries, etc.). It is an academic, non-profit association. This organization is a powerful social instrument established to improve the construction of Chinese language resources, and to assist Chinese language information processing with language resources. The goal of the association is to unite the researchers in the area of Chinese language resources and to establish a reference corpus of the Chinese language, which can be viewed as balanced and representative. The consortium will also assist the basic research and applied exploration of Chinese information processing, enhancing the performance of the available technology. The establishment of the Chinese LDC will boost Chinese corpus linguistics.
Intellectual property rights of corpora
The more extensively corpora are used, the more serious becomes the issue of intellectual property rights. All corpora derived from published materials encounter this problem. It is strongly suggested that the relevant government departments develop applicable guidelines and empower the Chinese Information Processing Association to deal with this problem.
Statistical noise in corpus processing
Due to the increased use of electronic texts, we have more and more access to the acquisition of corpus resources. In China, there is already a large reference corpus with 500 million Chinese characters. The Data Collection Initiative (DCI) of the Association of American Computational Linguistics has pointed out that if real language data is stored in text format, corpus size can easily be extended to trillions of words (tokens). There appears to be a serious problem, however. While statistically analyzing successive pairs of strings in corpus, Song Rou (1996) has found out that 'with the size of the corpus increasing, the noise in newly added successive pairs will gradually occupy most of the linguistic data' . The noise is mainly caused by errors in named entity recognition in word segmentation. While it is essential to identify all novel language phenomena, for instance neologisms, in the added corpus materials, they have to be distinguished from this kind of noise. Examples for such new words and phrases are: "喷塑" (spray plastic), "蒜农" (garlic farmer), "危改" (the reconstruction of the houses in danger), "市话" (city call), etc. All these new words and phrases can be found hiding in the noise caused by erroneous segmentations and misprints. Therefore tools are needed to separate relevant information from obstructive noise. This will become a brand new project for the processing of very large corpora.
